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Brand: visvim 
Name: PATRICIAL LO-FOLK 
Price: 68,000 
purchase link: visvim 
on Science and Technology Exhibition Centre in Wuhan fairs, even filled with a lot of fake and shoddy goods. 
Yesterday afternoon, the reporter saw at the Convention Center, which is at the same time during the three fairs, clothing, food,
kitchen utensils, electrical appliances, health care and other necessities. In a booth, the reporter spent five dollars to buy a double-
double "Adidas" socks. 
It is understood that the show is hosted by the Liaoning, a company, the company said a manager surnamed Wang, sales of goods
are businesses into the goods, they are only responsible for the exhibit. He said the quality of the goods if the problem can find him.
But he said, another six days, they will withdraw Nanchang running a show. 
reporter then went to East Lake High-tech Development Zone Trade and Industry Branch, the council office official said, because the
council has not yet law enforcement team, he will notice this area of ??Hongshan District Commissioner Hill of Industry and
Commerce and Industry Branch situation. 4 pm, law enforcement officers seized from the scene many counterfeit brand goods,
concrete results are still Inspection.
< br / > Nike designed for female friends design shoes air max thea recently ushered in the new "Midnight Navy" color. Using leather
shoes to fill mysterious dark blue appear, through the hollow and the relief of the Swoosh detail create exquisite beauty, and then
carry white air base. At present, the shoes can be purchased through Afew, priced at around $$153. (Editor: YOYO)
< br / > in the oriental culture, "Yin and Yang" represents the things the opposite, it is the origin of the movement of things, but also for
human being to understand the world the basic law recently puma will serve as an inspiration, bring a new blaze of glory "Yin and
Yang" do not note series. Designers bring a total of white and black two color echoed the theme, as the design respectively by
leather collocation breathable mesh material production and become, supplemented by upper position of circular hollow out design
to increase the visual impact. Finally, equipped with trademark trinomic cushioning soles appear. This is full of mysterious oriental
flavor, don't note series will on September 26 officially landed Hanon designated retailers, every price is $85 pounds. (Editor: YOYO)
Sports players Bodega & timesadidas Consortium joint shoes 2015-07-14 11:32:16 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source:
hypebeast] Print Close 
Chinese shoes network July 14 hearing, Bodega and new joint shoes adidas Consortium ZX Flux "BDGA" finally opened a
mysterious veil. This time the two sides in Stanley Kubrick's film masterpiece "2001: A Space Odyssey" for design inspiration, black
cover uppers, combined with woven nylon material demonstrates excellent texture and sense of technologyand supplemented by an
electro-optical orange, yellow embellishment exhibit fashionable sensebut in the end inkjet embellished heel shoe design can be
described as the crowning touch is more impressiveand finally, more leather collar lining material to build and improve the remainder
of comfort, quality feel filling completely. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media
Partner: Adidas Li Ning.) 
Duang !! sweep swept away, there are surprises !!! 
station
Related news
The famous French master Pierre Hardy shoes after just two days before the launch of a black leopard sneakers, followed by another
version launched this tiger pattern. Leopard has been the fashion world and the streets hot design elements, but had to admit after
another in recent years, with Leopard element goods, indeed brings a little visual fatigue, although the tiger is also very popular
design elements, but it does not like the leopard that has ultra-high appearance rate. Animal Pack is Pierre Hardy brand series of
high-end shoes, has just launched the tiger and leopard edition version is still some small differences, tiger version instead of the in-
tube design, shoes, hair who joined the Mavericks elements black suede lines as a foil, concise brand conjugated to ride with the
words above, plus white rubber sole makes it look full of street sense. This tiger now has high-end shoes sale, which sells for $ 775
(about 4950 yuan), and interested friends can go to purchase on SSENSE website. 
Source: hypebeast 
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